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Abstract
The Uralic languages are spoken in northern Eurasia, and most of them (with the exception of Finnish, Hungarian and Estonian) are
non-national endangered languages with varying official support and resources. Language technology can play a major role in better
documenting and describing endangered languages and in making the related workflows faster and more efficient. However, applying
contemporary methods effectively in this context remains a challenge. In our own projects, we have developed language technologies
focusing on low-resource scenarios, specifically for the two Uralic languages Zyrian Komi and North Saami. In addition to providing
an overview of this work, we detail what we see as the remaining obstacles and main challenges for our work. Although we focus on
individual languages, our experiments translate to the wider situation of endangered languages in Northern Eurasia and beyond.
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Дженьдöдöм текст
Урал кывъяс паськалöмаöсь Войвыв Евразияын. На пиысь унджыкыс (финн, эст да венгр кындзи) öнiя кадö вошан выйынöсь.
Кыв технологияяс вермасны документируйтны кывъяссö, а сiдзкö отсаласны видзны найöс дзикöдз вошöмысь. Дерт,
кокнимöдасны и такöд йитöдын вöчан мукöд уджсö. Но колö пасйыны, мый öнiя кадся методъясöн вöдитчöны сьöкыда на.
Асланым проектын ми лöсьöдiм коми-зыран да войвыв саами урал кывъяслы технологияяс. Öтувъя серпас петкöдлöмысь
кындзи танi ми видлалам и сiйö мытшöдъяссö, кодъяскöд паныдасим удж нуöдiгöн. Кöть ми сёрнитам торъя кывъяс йылысь,
миян опыт петкöдлö Войвыв Евразияса уна кывлысь серпассö.

1. Introduction
The Uralic languages form a family of languages spoken by
approximately 25 million people, predominantly in north-
eastern Europe and western Siberia. With the exception
of Finnish, Hungarian and Estonian, all Uralic languages
are endangered. In this context, language technologies can
play amajor role in better documenting and describing these
languages. Developing language resources and technolo-
gies ensures that knowledge about their specificities will be
retained and thereby enables us to help in preserving and
teaching them, with information technology bringing major
benefits to this end.
Originally, language technologies for Uralic languages have
been developed only for written language variants (espe-
cially by the research groups Giellatekno and Divvun at
the University of Tromsø). Our approach – informed by
both computational linguistics and (fieldwork-based) doc-
umentary linguistics – also includes spoken language data.
We have been developing technologies for Komi and Saami
based on the most recent advances in natural language pro-
cessing, and have applied them to a context where annotated
corpus data and other resources are lacking.
In this paper, we give an overview of our most recent re-
search (see more specifically Lim et al. (2018b); Partanen
et al. (2018b) and Partanen et al. (2018a)) and we detail
what are, in our view, the main challenges for language
technologies in low-resource language documentation con-
texts in general. Our publications are focused on two spe-
cific languages but we think that a large variety of small lan-
guages can be approached in a similar way, especially when

raw digitized texts are already available but other kinds of
resources, specifically annotated data, are lacking. In fact,
this is true for most Uralic languages as well as for several
Northern Eurasian languages from other families.
As the lack of annotated data is often emphasized as an ob-
stacle, specific attention must be paid in this context to so-
lutions that enable the rapid increase of annotated data. For
most Uralic languages, the problem is not the lack of data, as
material has been collected and published in most of these
languages since at least the beginning of the 20th century
(some of the textual materials are even old enough to be in
the Public Domain, making it legally possible to create en-
tirely open and easy reusable datasets). The problem is the
lack of annotation for this data.
It must be noted that Zyrian Komi and North Saami are
relatively well described and linguistically understood lan-
guages with speaker numbers ranging from about 30,000
(North Saami) to 160,000 (Zyrian Komi). Both languages
also receive official support, have well-established written
norms and are regularly used in media and education, even
in vocational and higher academic education. Retrieving
textual data for corpus building and (written) language tech-
nology is also comparably easy. In fact, extensive written
corpora have been created for both languages already: the
SIKOR North Saami free corpus with over 30M tokens by
Divvun/Giellatekno and the Корпус Коми языка (“Corpus
of the Komi language”) with over 50M tokens by the Centre
for Innovative Language Technology in Syktyvkar, Komi
Republic. Whereas these two corpora are tagged using rule-
based NLP, various new approaches in language technology
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are also evolving. A recent evaluation of currently available
language technology for Finnish (Pirinen, 2019), for in-
stance, showed that the TurkuNeural Parser Pipeline clearly
outperforms the older rule-based systems for Finnish, and
when enough annotated data becomes available, the same
can also be expected for other Uralic languages.

2. Summary of the research done so far
We have mainly developed our research along three dif-
ferent directions. One is the integration of various lan-
guage technologies in order to get more efficient NLP work-
flows for fieldwork-based language documentation (Ger-
stenberger et al., 2017a; Gerstenberger et al., 2017b). The
achievements in corpus building sketched in the section
above concern only written language; fieldwork data rep-
resenting spoken language has not been included in rele-
vant projects earlier. A central approach for us has been
to find ways to use language technology so that language
documenters – collecting new data in the field or working
with legacy data in archives – can work faster and more reli-
ably with their language data. Ideally this should be done in
connection with the language documentation activities that
would normally take place anyway, and using the tools the
researchers are already familiar with. This is also related
to the ability to preserve and reuse the same material later
on, although there are needs for improvement in all levels,
from data management and archiving to final publication
and re-use in research.
Compared to traditional NLP workflows for written texts,
ours must integrate speech technologies, for speech tran-
scription or signal analysis. As for written texts, process-
ing workflows may go beyond pure NLP, so as to integrate
document analysis and OCR when it comes to corpus inte-
gration of earlier documents (Blokland et al., 2019).
We have also conducted several case studies about depen-
dency parsing in these low-resource scenarios (Lim et al.,
2018b; Partanen et al., 2018b). Dependency parsing is now
a relatively mature technology, mainly based on advanced
machine learning techniques that require large amounts of
annotated data to get accurate results. This is a major issue
for low resource scenarios, but recent techniques based on
multilingual models and language transfer have made it to
possible to get working results even in extremely low re-
source scenarios. With Uralic languages the most obvious
approaches for multilingual systems would consider closely
related languages and contemporary contact languages, and
our experiments have covered both. The results are of
course far from perfect but our aim in the long run is of
course to use these methods for language documentation.
Automatic annotations need to be revised and corrected, but
they are useful to kick-start the annotation process and they
also make it possible to considerably increase the size of
the data produced (which, in turn, makes it possible to train
better parsers that will require less manual correction).
The third portion of our work has focused more into con-
crete resource creation, which is illustrated by two Zyrian
Komi treebanks (Partanen et al., 2018b) and a large spo-
ken language corpus (Blokland et al., 2020). This shows
that technical advances work hand in hand with the pro-
duction of resources and help maintain and document en-

dangered languages. Our work aligns closely with obser-
vations others have made in relation to this field, namely
that even a small amount of annotated data still brings at
the moment clear improvements into any multilingual sce-
narios (Meechan-Maddon and Nivre, 2019). As our own
datasets have grown, we are replicating and extending our
earlier experiments, with the goal of reaching a workable
solution for our continuous language documentation work.
Although we have been successful in integrating language
technology into language documentation workflows (Ger-
stenberger et al., 2017a), there are still numerous open ques-
tions about how the whole infrastructure should be set up
so that resources and applications would be most beneficial
for both field linguists and computational linguists. Some
of these open questions are discussed next.

2.1. Persistent archiving of language
documentation corpora

In the last 20 years a large number of language documenta-
tion projects have been conducted all over the world and
provided vast digital resources on endangered and previ-
ously undocumented languages. There are, however, nu-
merous problems in the actual use of these materials, es-
pecially in more computerized workflows. Language doc-
umentation projects produce complex multimedia collec-
tions and associated metadata. Lots of attention has been
paid to open and shared formats in language documenta-
tion (Seyfeddinipur et al., 2019). Still, it is often a major
challenge to maintain long-term consistency in such col-
lections. As an outcome, language documentation corpora
may be unsystematic in ways that make reusing them dif-
ficult. This relates closely to the fact that work on individ-
ual languages often continues for years, even decades: for
this reason, work practices within a language documenta-
tion project have to be thoroughly documented, so that even
changing and entirely new teams can connect and continue
previous work.
A solution in our own projects is to define the intended data
structures in a machine readable format, and to build a set
of tests that continuously validate that both structure and
content are within expected definitions (Partanen, 2019a).

2.2. Text recognition
A large number of linguistic resources for endangered lan-
guages, representing transcribed spoken language, have
been published in books or are stored as manuscripts. For
many publications audio recordings underlying the tran-
scripts are stored in various private or public archives. The
usefulness of these data for future work with endangered
languages is without question (Blokland et al., 2019). How-
ever, merging this analogue data into digitally-born corpora
can be challenging. Finding the relevant audio files and
digitizing them as well as converting rare and non-standard
writing systems designed (e.g. variants of various phonetic
alphabets typically used in the printed texts) into contem-
porary standard orthography can be such challenges. Much
more problematic, however, is often the exact matching be-
tween the transcript and the original audio. A reason for
this seems to be that the recorded speech may be fuzzy and
subject to interpretation and the later published version has
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gone through orthographic and stylistic editing without tak-
ing the original recording into account.
So far our ownwork with such legacy resources has focused
on digitizing the relevant texts, building OCR models for
rendering the different original scripts and integrating the
resulting data into our corpus infrastructure. The alignment
of the processed texts with the original audio, if available,
is an upcoming task.
The tools for performing text recognition in itself have im-
proved considerably during the last years. Only a few
years ago alternatives to ABBYY FineReader were rela-
tively few, even though the problems present with this com-
mercial software are numerous (Partanen, 2017). Recently
it has been possible to train verywell performingOCRmod-
els with open source software, such as Tesseract, Ocropy
and Calamari (Partanen and Rießler, 2019). In connec-
tion to this kind of work we have published Ground Truth
datasets and OCRmodels (Partanen and Rießler, 2019; Par-
tanen, 2019b). The best practices in sharing Ground Truth
data need to be taken into account, for example, by follow-
ing the conventions used by the National Library of Fin-
land (Kettunen et al., 2018). However, after the texts have
been retrieved from the documents, several issues remain
in their successful transliteration and normalization. There
has been very promising work on normalizing Finnish di-
alect texts as a character level machine translation task,
with achieved word error rate in around 5% (Partanen et
al., 2019). More work is acutely needed in whether such
approaches are viable also with endangered languages and
when less data is available. Same normalization problem,
however, also in language documentation context.

2.3. Dependency parsing
Since 2017 a number of experiments have been carried out
by our team with dependency parsing of low-resource lan-
guages. The system used in these experiments is the Mul-
tilingual BIST parser (Lim and Poibeau, 2017). The exper-
iments were done with cross-lingual scenarios where data
from related languages and contact languages were used
alongside the minimal training data in the target language
(Lim et al., 2018b; Lim et al., 2018a). The experiments
were promising, and the LAS score on Northern Saami was
51.54 and for Zyrian Komi 56.66. This improved from the
parsing results demonstrated for Northern Saami in CoNLL
2017 Shared Task (Lim et al., 2018b, p. 2233). Despite
improvements the achieved performance was generally not
high enough for practical applications. Additional experi-
ments were done with code-switching data, in order to un-
derstand how well this kind of a multilingual system is able
to parse data that contains both of the languages it was
trained on (Partanen et al., 2018b). It has to be noted that in
spoken data, such as typically included in spoken corpora
of endangered languages, code-switching is the rule rather
than the exception. Any work with dependency parsing of
such data needs to consider this in order to be applicable in
real-world tasks. Our results showed no major differences
between the monolingual and multilingual test sets, which,
however, remains open to further analysis as the test data
was very small.
In order to create the foundation for more comprehensive

testing of different NLP methods, two Zyrian Komi tree-
banks (Partanen et al., 2018a) were created as part of the
Universal Dependencies (UD) project (Nivre et al., 2018).
We believe these treebanks will also become important re-
sources for linguistic research, beyond computational lin-
guistics. Increasing their size and coverage has been a con-
tinuous effort since the beginning and resulted in various
updates and releases. Part of this work has also focused on
comparing the UD treebanks across different other Uralic
languages, in order to ensure that the cross-linguistic tree-
bank data remain comparable in the future, especially when
new treebanks are added and the annotation scheme is taken
into use in a new language (Partanen and Rueter, 2019).
Recent work of Lim et al. (2020 accepted) presents good re-
sults on dependency parsing with the use of semisupervised
learning. A small initial training treebank is appended with
a larger amount of plain text, which is used to learn a meta
structure that improved LAS scores even by 9.3 points. If
such improvement could be seen also in scenarios we have
tested in our previous papers, we would be approaching the
point where the result could be useful for documentary lin-
guistics working with fieldwork data. This is particularly
interesting since mixing small manually tagged data sets
with larger amounts of untagged text fits exactly the sce-
nario described in this paper: both Komi and Saami have
very large non-annotated corpora and relatively small man-
ually created resources.
Since the latest UD release contains Karelian (closely re-
lated to Finnish), Skolt Saami (closely related to North
Saami) and Permiak Komi (closely related to Zyrian Komi)
treebanks, the possibilities of multilingual dependency
parsing between new very closely related languages is in-
creasingly becoming possible to investigate.

3. Conclusions
This paper presented our ongoing work using language
technology for better linguistic documentation and descrip-
tion of Zyrian Komi and North Saami. However, language
technology can also be applied in practical projects aim-
ing at language revitalization and language maintenance.
Therefore, building any kind of language technology for an
endangered language is potentially of relevance for speak-
ers and learners of endangered languages as well as for lan-
guage planners. Building language technology while pay-
ing attention to Open Source technologies and datasets en-
sures that at least the results will be available for the com-
munity and potentially reusable in practical applications in
the future.
From the perspective of reusability, persistent archiving is
very central to computational workflows in documentary
linguistics, especially if multimedia data is included. Un-
fortunately, best practices around regularly and automati-
cally updating the archived collections have yet to be es-
tablished. Persistent identifiers are used, but conventions
such as semantic versioning are still rare. Archived materi-
als usually cannot be updated through an API, which makes
it difficult to interact with the collections and to link their
maintenance to more automatized workflows, like the ones
we use in our projects.
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